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Subject: Request for information regarding access to taxi service market in Iceland

Reference is made to the letter from EFTA Surveillance Authority, dated 12 January 2017.

Below you can fínd the answers to the questions raised in the abovementioned letter.

Please specify the criíeria thcit are applied under Icelandic law to assess the application o f  a 
new entrant to the taxi servic.es market. Please explain how these criterici are applied in an 
obiective, transparent and non-discriminatorv manner.

In Article 5 of the Act on taxis, no. 134/2001 (Taxi Act) the general provisions for granting a work 
permit for taxi drivers are specifíed. According to the Article, Paragi'aph 3, the minister can prescribe 
further conditions for a work permit and substitute drivers in a regulation.

Article 6 Paragraph 1 of the Taxi Regulation no. 397/2002 states that if  all conditions are met the 
Transport Authority provides permits in restricted zones on the basis o f the applicants experience as a 
taxi driver. The Transport Authority may give special consideration to applications from disabled 
persons, who must have a recommendation from The Organisation of Disabled in Iceland and chief 
physician o f insurance that driving a taxi suits them, and that their disabilities do not prevent them 
from working as a taxi driver. The disabled get appraised 260 days of work experience in the 
evaluation of permit applications.

Article 6 Paragraph 2 of the Taxi Regulation states that if a licensee in one restricted zone applies for 
a work permit in another restricted zone he shall be equal to other applicants in respect of driving 
time. His work permit in the zone he moves from expires when he gets the new permit. A licensee 
who has a license outside the restricted zone and applies for a work permit within a restricted zone 
gets 100 days for each year of worlc experience appraised. The Transport Authority is authorized to 
request documents confírming the applicant’s work experience if justifíed, Article 6, Para 3.

With reference to the above provisions, in addition to the general provisions of the Taxi Act, the 
criteria applied is work experience as a taxi driver. The Transport Authority assesses and confírms 
the number of days the applicant has worked as a taxi driver based on information in the taxi
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database, c f Article 2, Paragi'aph 1 of the Taxi Act.

2. Please specifv which factors are to be taken into account when determinins the maximum 
number o f  licences in restricted districts and how these factors are applied in practice.

Article 8 of the Taxi Act states that the minister sets in a regulation more detailed rules on the 
number of taxis in certain areas. In Article 4 of the Taxi Regulation the maximum number of taxis in 
three districts is specifíed; the capital city area, Akureyri and Árborg.

The number of licences has been more or less the same since 1995 when regulation no. 224/1995 put 
limitations on the number of vehicles. The distribution was then 570 (capital city area) - 40 (the 
South) - 22 (Akureyri) - 7 (Selfoss). Today in accordance with the Taxi Regulation the distribution is 
560 (the capital city area and the south) -  21 (Akureyri) - 8 (Árborg). The number of licences for the 
capital city area and the South merged in 2005, changing from 520 + 40 to 560 licences.

There has not been a systematic review o f the taxi market since the maximum numbers o f licences 
was decided in 1995. When the number o f licences was reduced in 2003, from 570 to 520 in the 
capital city area and from 22 to 20 in Akureyri, the review was built on the supply/demand 
considerations.

Since 2003 a review o f the number of licences has been made in Akureyri and Árborg (+1) due to 
special requests thereof to the Ministry from managing directors of dispatch centrals also based on 
the supply/demand considerations. The reviews that have been made have thus been due to special 
requests at any given time but not based on a comprehensive review, cf. Article 4, Paragraph 2 of the 
Taxi Regulation.

T  Please explain whether the authorities, in decidinv on the licence o f  a new entrant to the 
taxi service market, eniov anv discretion and. i f  so. whether and how the exercise o f  this discretion 
is circitmscribed bv law.

The decision on the licence of a new entrant to the taxi service market is based on the requirements 
set out in the Taxi Act and Taxi Regulation aforementioned.

4. Please explain whether restrictions followins from the mimerical limitation o f  taxi licences 
in restricted districts are instifíed bv legitimate objectives in the vnblic interest, takins into accoimt 
the principle ofproyortionalitv.

With regulation no. 397/2003 the number of taxi licences were reduced from 570 to 520 in the capital 
city area, 22 to 20 in Akureyri, but the number remained the same (40) for the South and (7) for 
Selfoss. In 2005 the number of taxi licences in the capical city area and the South were merged into 
one zone, changing from 520 + 40 to 560 licences.

The reasoning for the reduction of licences in 2003 was amongst other things that after monitoring 
the development of the taxi market at the time it was clear that the demand was reducing and with the 
new system that took place with the regulation in 2003 it would be possible to monitor the 
development of supply and demand which would make it possible to take into account changes that 
might occur.

According to Article 4, Paragraph 2 of the Taxi Regulation the Ministry of the Interior shall before 
lst September each year, for the first time in 2004, review and revise the number of permits issued in 
each area and take action if signifícant imbalance has developed between demand and supply.

Since 2003 a review of the number of licences has been made in Akureyri and Árborg (+1) due to



special requests thereof to the Ministry from managing directors of dispatch centrals. However, a 
comprehensive review of the number o f taxi licences has not taken place. There has been no 
indication of a significant imbalance in supply and demand calling for a comprehensive review.

5. Please indicate how the licensine scheme is applied inpractice as regards foreisn applicants 
compared to national applicants.

According to the Taxi Act, cf. Article 5, all applicants for a licence as a taxi driver have to fulfill the 
same requirements. The same requirements apply for Icelandic nationals and for foreign nationals. 
However, foreign nationals must also pass a course for taxi drivers that is taught in Icelandic, cf. 
Article 3 of the Taxi Regulation. Interpreters have not been at the course/tests as the taxi drivers are 
meant to be able to cany a conversation in Icelandic. Those courses for taxi drivers are taught in 
”Ökuskólinn í Mjódd” on behalf of Samgöngustofa, cf. Article 6, Para 3 o f the Taxi Act.

6. Please specifv whether taxi licences holders in Iceland are subiect to an oblisation to be 
affíliated with specific taxi dispatch centrals and whether licence holders as well as appliccmts for a 
new licence are free to choose the dispcitch central they want to be affíliated with.

According to Article 3 of the Taxi Act all licence holders in a restricted zone under Article 8 shall be 
affíliated with a taxi dispatch centre that is licensed by the Transport Authority. The driver is free to 
chose which dispatch centre it wants to be affiliated with as long has he is accepted by the dispatch 
centre itself. It is stated in Article 5, Para 3 of the Taxi Regulation that in the restricted zones the 
applicant shall submit evidence that he has the option of affiliation with a licensed dispatch centre.




